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1 Introduction



Information Overload

 Catalog

 Yahoo

 Search Engine

Google, Bing

 Recommender Systems

 Amazon, Netflix

Google personalized news



Search Engine vs. Recommender System

 User will try search engine if

 they have specific needs

 they can use keywords to describe needs

 User will try recommender system if

 they do not know what they want now

 they can not use keywords to describe needs





Are they effective ?

(Celma & Lamere, ISMIR 2007)

 Netflix

 2/3 rated movies are from recommendation

 Google News

 38% more click-through are due to recommendation

 Amazon

 35% sales are from recommendation





Recommendation Approaches2



Recommender systems

 Recommendation tasks

 Top N Recommendation (Precision, Recall, F1)

 Rating Prediction (Mean Absolute Error, Root Mean Squared Error)

 Recommendation approaches
 Content based

 Term vector model

 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

 Collaborative Filtering (CF) 

 Memory based CF: User-KNN & Item-KNN 

 Model based CF: Matrix Factorization techniques  

 Hybrid



Content-based Method

 Text information

 Web pages, blogs, micro-blogs, reviews, descriptions, comments, title, 

abstract, keywords

 Multi-media information

 Audio, Video, Image

 Main Idea

 Content matching between the topics of item and user

 Steps

User Profiling
Content  

Matching
Rank

TF-IDF weighting Cosine Similarity

Term Vectors



Example

Acclaimed filmmaker Christopher Nolan directs an international cast in this sci-fictioner that

travels around the globe and into the world of dreams. Dom Cobb (Leonardo DiCaprio) is the

best there is at extraction: stealing valuable secrets inside the subconscious during the mind’s

vulnerable dream state. His skill has made him a coveted player in industrial espionage but also

has made him a fugitive and cost him dearly. Now he may get a second chance if he can do the

impossible: inception, planting an idea rather than stealing one. If they succeed, Cobb and his

team could pull off the perfect crime. But no planning or expertise can prepare them for a

dangerous enemy that seems to predict their every move. An enemy only Cobb could have seen

coming.

A reluctant hero. An epic journey. A Choice between the life he left behind and the incredible

new world he’s learned to call home. James Cameron’s Avatar – the greatest adventure of all

time.

hero

…1

time…

1

dream

…2

crime…

1

Cosine Similarity

0
Term Vectors

Recommendation

?



Content-based Method

 Strength
 Easy for text

 Efficient & Scalable

 Only rely on target user’s history or information needs

 Weakness
 Difficult for multimedia & Noise

 Always recommend similar items &Poor Novelty 

 Attacks



Practice at home

 Recommender System based on tweets

 Recommend tweets, users, news, topics

 Tips:
 Twitter API

 News feeds

“PM JG on SKY confirms the carbon tax will only apply to 500 

companies in Australia”. @Latika Bourke

 “The more we here about this #carbon tax the more it 
sounds like a camel - a horse designed by a committee. 
#AUSPOL ”@demonspofforth

 “#Carbon price revealed: Finally, here's what it will cost 
#auspol Latest Business & Austr.. http://bit.ly/ngTS6V ” 
@1southerncross

http://bit.ly/ngTS6V


K-Nearest Neighborhood

 User-based Method (1994, GroupLens)
 Rating information

 Many people liked “Avatar”

 Can you predict how much I like it?

 Main idea
 Pick 20-50 people that has similar taste with me

 How much I like depends on how much they like

 Steps

User Profiling
Neighborhood 

Formation
Rating Prediction

Rating Vectors Cosine Similarity



Example

 Step 1
 Rating vector

 Step 2
 Similarity of Elly and all other users

 Step 3
 Select 2-nearest users: user 4&6

 Step 4
 Average ratings of all neighbor users

 ?

?Elly



K-Nearest Neighborhood

 Item-based CF (2001, deployed at Amazon)
 I have watched so many good & bad movies

 Would you recommend me watching “Avatar”

 The idea
 pick from my previous list 20-50 movies that share similar audience with 

“Avatar”

 how much I will like depend on how much I liked those early movies

 People who have watched those movies also liked this movie



Example

?Elly

 Step 1
 Rating vector

 Step 2
 Similarity of Avatar and all other items

 Step 3
 Select 2-nearest items: item 1&5

 Step 4
 Average ratings of all similar items

 ? 



K-Nearest Neighborhood

 Strength
 Content free

 Good Novelty

 Easy to understand 

 Weakness
 Cold start

 New user

 New item

 Scalability



Matrix Factorization



Matrix Factorization



Example

 Step 1
 User’s rating vector

 Step 2
 Predictor

 Step 3
 Minimize cost function using gradient descent 

Mean 

Rating
User Bias Item Bias

User factor 

vector

Item factor 

vector

Positive 

Sample

Negative 

Sample

Real Rating

predicted Rating

R p

qX



Hybrid approaches



Practice at home

 Large rating dataset

 MovieLens Dataset

 Netflix Challenge

 KDD Cup 2011, 2012

 Tips

 Open source recommender systems

 Mahout Taste

 MyMediaLite Recommender System Library

 Question
 How to make recommendation based on implicit ratings?

http://blog.jteam.nl/2009/12/09/mahout-taste-part-one-introduction/
http://www.ismll.uni-hildesheim.de/mymedialite/index.html
http://www.ismll.uni-hildesheim.de/mymedialite/index.html
http://www.ismll.uni-hildesheim.de/mymedialite/index.html


Evaluations Approaches3



Experiment Metrics

 User Satisfaction

 Prediction Accuracy

 Coverage

 Diversity & Novelty

 Trust & Robust

 Real-time



Experiment Metrics

 User Satisfaction
 Subjective metric

 Measured by user survey or online experiments



Experiment Metrics

 Prediction Accuracy
 Measured by offline experiments

 Training (80%) & Test split (20%)

 Top-N Recommendation

 Precision:  size (hit set)/size (recommendation list)

 Recall:  size(hit set)/size(test set)

 Rating Prediction

 Mean Absolute Error (MAE)

 Root Mean Absolute Error (RMSE)



Experiment Metrics

 Diversity
 Measure the ability of recommender system to cover users’ different 

interests.

Watch History Related Items



Experiment Metrics

 Coverage

 Measure the ability of recommender system to recommend 
long-tail items.

 Entropy, Gini Index

 Novelty

 Measure the ability of recommender system to introduce 
long tail items to users.

 Music Recommendation and Discovery in the Long Tail 
[Oscar Celma]

 Robust

 The ability of recommender system to prevent attack.

http://www.linkedin.com/in/oscarcelma
http://www.linkedin.com/in/oscarcelma


Experiment Metrics

 Trust
 If user trust recommender system, they will interact with it.

 Ways to improve trust

 Transparency

 Social

 Trust System (Epinion)



Experiment Metrics

 Real-time
 Generate new recommendations when user have new behaviors 

immediately.



How to do trade-off

 Business goal

 Our belief

 Making new algorithms by 3 steps experiments:
 Offline testing

 User survey

 Online testing



Recommender Systems in 
Web 2.0

4



Web 2.0

 Web 2.0: Read and Write web (O’Reilly Media, 2004) 

 A platform for users to conduct online participation, collaboration and 
interaction.

 Expressing opinions, sharing information, building networks

 Wikipedia, Facebook, Delicious, Twitter

 Plenty of new user information

 Folksonomy (Tags), reviews, networks, blogs, micro-blogs etc.

 Opportunities

 Providing possible new solutions to profile users and make 
recommendations



Amazon @ Web 2.0

 Tags

 Social Networks

 Reviews





Recommender Systems & Web 2.0



Recommender Systems & Web 2.0

Ongoing Research Topic

Remain Open Questions



Conclusions5



Conclusions

 Recommender Systems

 Content Based

 Collaborative Filtering

 KNN based approach

 Matrix factorization 

 Evaluation

 Recommender Systems in Web 2.0 



Further Exploration

 Will you implement and publish it as an app?
 Undergraduate projects

 Will you participate in competitions? 
 KDD Cup 2013?

 Will you do research?
 Master and PhD projects 

 www.ellyliang.com



Questions & Answers

huizhi.liang@anu.edu.au

www.ellyliang.com


